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Middle Room
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At Rose Water Elementary School, there is an aftercare with a special
secret. Students are selected to go on missions and save the world from all
that is wrong.
The students are given great powers as they transform into cosmic bodies,
while their human form stays behind in the aftercare, so no one thinks
they have gone anywhere.
The aftercare director, Mr. Knight, is also Knight Leader. He is the boss of
the students and decides which missions they will go on.
If the students fail their mission, their powers are lost forever. Also, if the
student’s human body is picked up by their parents, before the cosmic
body returns, the student will lose their powers.
While on a mission, Knight Leader communicates to the students using a
special watch. It’s like a walkie-talkie that also tells the time.
Once the students complete their mission, they are to travel back and enter their human bodies, BEFORE they are picked up from aftercare.
The name of these aftercare students with special powers are called…
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The tree fell with great force, hit the ground and shook the forest like an
earthquake.
Ink Worm eats the dirt underground, so he can knock over the
trees and take them back to his master, Bookworm. His master has made
thousands of books, using the trees for paper.
When Ink Worm was finished bringing trees back to Bookworm, he
then searched for middle school students. He would spray them with ink and
turn them into words, so Bookworm can write his stories.
As Ink Worm approached a wide-open field, he saw a bunch of sixth
graders practicing soccer.
“Time to score a goal for my master,” Ink Worm said. He lowered
himself deep into the ground, so no one would be able see him or hear him
coming. Ink Worm used his antennas to locate the middle school students
above ground.
He ate the dirt, tunneling his way forward. Ink Worm sensed a sixth
grader above him. It was a girl, playing goalie. Ink Worm turned his slimy
body up and went full speed.
As he sprung from the ground, he sprayed ink on the girl. She dove out
of the way with perfect reflexes. The other kids screamed and ran off the field.
Ink Worm tried to spray the goalie again, but she was too quick. The
girl leaped away from the ink and ran to her teammates.
The coach of the soccer team was a large man with an even bigger
whistle. He blew the whistle so loud it messed up Ink Worm’s antennas.
“What are you?” the coach asked, his eyes wide with fear.
Ink Worm sprayed ink on the coach, covering him in the black slime.
The coach wiped his eyes and looked for Ink Worm, but he was already gone.
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F-Cat prowled in the friendly neighborhood of Rose Water. She spotted an
old man walking his dog. F-Cat narrowed her eyes on the dog collar and saw
the name. “Pepper.”
Wasting no time, F-Cat leaped into a tree and waited for the man and
Pepper to arrive.
Closer.
Closer.
Closer.
When they were below her, F-Cat sprung from the tree and landed in
front of them. Pepper barked with a mad rage, then tried to break free. The
old man tugged on the leash and yelled, “Pepper! Settle down!”
F-Cat locked her eyes on Pepper. Then, F-Cat spun her six tails in a
circle. Pepper slowed his bark. The old man let go of the leash and covered his
eyes.
F-Cat’s tails were spinning so fast, it confused Pepper.
Faster and faster the tails spun. The old man tried to grab the leash, but
Pepper spun in a circle, his eyes wandering in every direction.
“Welcome to my world,” F-Cat hissed.
Pepper gave out one last bark, then leaped into the six spinning tails.
He was then transported to a maze.
Pepper could not find his way out.

